DT - Textiles-Knowledge Organiser
Key Words and Definitions:
Pins

a piece of metal with a point
at one end for holding fabric
together

Stitch

A thread that passes
through fabric

Tiedye

Scissors/shears

Used for cutting fabric

Sew/Sewing

Applique

Sewing
Machine

A machine used to produce
stitches in fabric

Tacking

Done by machine of hand
to join fabric or add
decoration
Temporary stitching to
hold fabric in place

Needle

a piece of metal with a point
at one end and a hole or eye
for thread at the other, used
in sewing
a strand of cotton, used in
sewing or weaving
Chalk used to mark fabric

Hem

The finishing off at the
edge of fabric

Embroidery

Seam

Joining two fabrics
together
Distance between the
edge of fabric and the
stitching line (1.5 cm)
A template used to cut out
the fabric
Buttons, zips, sequins

Design

Thread
Tailors chalk

Seam
Allowance

Cloth produced by weaving or
knitting textile fibres.
A small piece of equipment
with a sharp pointy end used
to unpick stitches

Fabric
'

; Unpicker

..

Pattern
Components

Reverse

AppHque

Annotation

Evaluation
Specification

Correct fitting of bobbin

Resist method of dyingcreated by tying string/
elastic bands around areas of
the fabric.
Applying 1 fabric to another
to create a design
cutting away a layer of fabric
to reveal a shape appliqued
underneath
Decorative stitching by hand
or machine

A drawing to show the look

of your idea
Labelling to explain your
design

Health and safety
Iron:
NO talking whilst using iron
No distracting others when using
iron
No touching base of iron either
when on or off
Do not use iron around water
Unplug iron when not in use
Stand iron on platform when not
in use
Do not walk around with the iron
Equipment:
Do not stick pins or needles in skin
Do not point or wave around
scissors
Do not point or wave around
unpicker
Do not use dyes or chemicals
without permission

Making a judgement about
your product
A list of requirements that a
product must meet

Sewing Machine:
No talking whilst using sewing
machine
No distracting others when using
sewing machine
Sew at a safe speed
Turn off machine if a problem
occurs
Never try to mend machine
Never use sewing machine unless
supervised by a teacher
General:
Do not run in classroom
Do not act dangerously
Follow instructions given by
teacher
No shouting
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Machine sewing machine- remember
to check for incorrect stitching
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\' attern
This is the term given to a paper template to aid
in the cutting out of fabric for accurate
Lonstruction.
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Seam Allowance
This is usually a 1cm 'boarder' around your pattern to allow for
construction to be the correct size.
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Right Side
This is the 'correct' side of the
fabric that you wish to see.
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Wrong Side
This is the side of the
fabric that you do not
wish to see.
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Pressing
This is the term given when
ironing your product; e.g.. press
your seams open, would refer to
when an open seam is sewn and
they need to pressed outwards
to give a flat finish.

